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Abstract
The Internet has changed from a statically, television-like web page
space to a highly heterogeneous and extremely dynamic information platform. No other technology forced that development like Peer-to-Peer. This
short paper will briefly summarize emerging trends and promising concepts
for Peer-to-Peer systems and describe upcoming challenges for developers.
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Introduction

A significant new paradigm for the Internet are Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. Those
networks create most of the Internet network traffic today and regroup millions of
users in new clusters on the network level. Those P2P systems often contain millions of nodes [RFI02], terabytes of data [KL04] and cause most of the total Internet traffic nowadays [MKL+ 02]. Despite their enormous performance power P2P
networks are often reduced to the file sharing context [MKL+ 02]. This limitation
leads to a P2P discussion which focuses on terms like copyright and ownership
and overlooks the power such networks accommodate from a technical point of
view.
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Spotlight on Peer-to-Peer

Today’s P2P applications can be clutched into three areas: File sharing, Distributed Computing and Communication. When we are looking for new P2P
application fields we definitely miss advanced services that go beyond communication and sharing of data or computer power. In contrast to Napster [Nap],
the first prominent example of P2P, today’s systems do not anymore employ a
single centrally stored index. Protocols of famous P2P Applications like Kazaa
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[LRW03], [Neo] or Gnutella 2 [Gnu] use hybrid architectures with super peers or
hubs to scale with the vast amount of users. Apparently P2P offers a lot of advantages compared to traditional client-server systems such as performance and
cost reduction, though P2P developers are confronted with quite a lot new challenges that traditional Web-Developers never had to deal with. Scientists have
build several interesting concepts for P2P networks, e.g. Anthill, a complex adaptive system, where peers are modeled as ants that are able to build huge powerful
nests when they collaborate appropriately [Mon01]. However, the field of P2P is
driven by applications and their success. It’s therefor necessary to look at promising concepts for various P2P challenges as well as consider trends in popular file
sharing networks. The next sections will briefly present such challenges and discuss emerging trends of today’s P2P systems.
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Challenges

3.1 Scalability
While a single name indexing server like central Napster is easy to attack for several kind of institutions, e.g. music and video industry, a few years ago Gnutella
seemed to be the perfect solution with a complete decentralized network consisting of servant peers. Gnutella was based on a protocol, which can be briefly summarized as broadcasting queries with a fixed limited scope.While in the year 2000
everyone expected Gnutella to become even bigger then Napster, research [RFI02]
and the dramatically deprivation of users both showed the weakness of that plain
Gnutella protocol. The effect was the implementation of mostly hybrid protocols
for popular protocols like Fasttrack [LRW03] and the adaption of already existing
concepts from distributed and concurrent computing [SMK + 01, DBK+ 01]. Today there are several scale-proven systems [Mon01, CSWH01, KBC+ 00]. However, scalability in P2P also has to be proved in real-life situations. Beside the
integration of more sophisticated concepts in the protocols of the most popular
P2P systems there is still a gap between existing concepts and their adaptation
to applications. Let‘s think of Bittorrent [Coh03], a recently emerged distributed
P2P protocol. From a scientific view there is room for several improvements:
Traffic overhead is to large due to the use of HTTP and internally hashing could
be improved dramatically with using hash trees instead of lists. ISP’s might get
crazy when they think how much costs could be reduced with a switch to a more
spare protocol at that particular user size. P2P developers can use frameworks like
JXTA that offers abstraction from the network layer to build scalable P2P applications. Despite JXTA is originally written in Java there are several bindings to
other languages like c and python.
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3.2 Security
Security can be perceived as a double sided sword for P2P. With todays aggregration between tiny data-critical local area networks and huge autonomous dangerous networks security is one of the major for developers and users. Distributed implementations create additional challenges for security compared to client-server
architectures. Conventional security mechanisms like firewalling and anti-virus
software do not work for pure P2P environments at all or at least have to be
adapted. While there are various security-related concepts for distributed systems
[FM02, RFH+ 01, DFM01] current file sharing systems don’t offer too much security concepts. Many users seem to be afraid of file sharing applications because of
the enormous risk that comes along with unchecked data. This led to a paradigm
where P2P is associated with security risks applications. But on the other hand
P2P technology does not only offer new security problems. Usually, centrally implemented solutions like anti-virus software and anti-spamfiltering can integrate
P2P technology to be more powerful. Think of the traditional file sharing applications: Distributing data can not only be used to deploy viruses and worms on
the end-users computers but can help to deploy anti-virus definitions in a discrete,
secure space. Vipul’s Razor [Raz] is an example for P2P spamfiltering. It uses
a distributed, collaborative, spam detection and filtering network. Through user
contribution, Razor establishes a distributed and constantly updating catalog of
spam in propagation that is consulted by email clients to filter out known spam.

3.3 Metadata
Locating data like mp3-encoded music in a P2P system could be simply implemented with query broadcasting, though this is not quite efficient [RFI02] or with
distributed hash tables with is more challenging but powerful. Answering more
complex queries like Give me textual information about Christoph Columbus before he discovered America seems to be a very distinct, far more complex task.
For example, traditional P2P networks are not even able to search for Mangas in
a pool of video files, since avis and mpgs don’t annotate something like a movie
type. Mp3-Encoded Music files often comprehend ID3-tags with information like
song title, artist, year of appearance and music style. None of the current popular
file sharing systems support searching including this type of information due to
ascending message traffic overhead. To convert such raw data into information
or at least into correct content and therefore make it to locatable and traceable
information appropriate data management concepts are necessary. Edutella [N01]
is a prototype E-Learning P2P system. It based upon Metadata standards defined
for the WWW and uses an RDF-based metadata infrastructure for P2P applications. Another application that adapts metadata structures is Lionshare[LI04].
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Lionshare is an academic-oriented, P2P (P2P) networking technology that merges
secure and expanded electronic file-exchange capabilities with information gathering tools into a single, open source application. In contrast to Edutella it uses an
own appropriate metadata schema . Though both systems are deployed in small
environments they show us where P2P can be successful beyond the scope of file
sharing in next generation systems.
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Trends

Besides the challenges for developers of innovative, new P2P applications we
should take a look at todays most popular systems, even if this is pure file sharing
again. These systems comprehend what more advanced prototype systems lack
of and what makes P2P that famous, the huge amount of users. Furthermore we
should look at the content distribution in such systems to get knowledge about
the user behavior and which amount of which particular data types is apparently
shared.

4.1 Content
While the video industry tries to avoid the failures the music industry did since
Napster emerged, its definitely worth to look into detail of those systems and find
out if video files have become a factor. To collect the types and the amount of
content we implemented an analyze tool that connects to randomly chosen hubs
on the Direct Connect [Neo] P2P network. It collects data lists from connected
users on those hubs and classifies types by using a huge table of commonly known
file extensions.
Figures 1 depicts that music topic is most popular of all content but has lost
its superior position when it comes to absolute data size to video content. Music
is only top in the total number of files, however a music file is much smaller than
a video file (3.6 MB vs. 145.6 MB) its total amount is significantly smaller (1.4
TB vs. 5.3 TB). Since the other class of Figure 1 comprises more files in total
and by number than the popular classes together, we have a deeper look on the
other classes. The results are depicted in Figure 2. This study proofs that (apart
from popular video and music content) users are willing to share huge amounts
of various data like text data, source files, web pages and images. That content
outnumbers music and video in terms of total number but is less in total space
then music or video files. ISP’s mainly have to be concerned with the total size
of certain contents. Due to the traffic they generate they still can keep their view
on file sharing systems as multimedia sharing. However for P2P developers this
trend seems to be highly interesting and Next-Generation P2P Systems. Lets think
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of on integrated browser or P2P collaboration tools for coding when we look at
the vast amount of html- and programming files we find in this study.

4.2 Popular systems
Cachelogic recently published a survey about P2P traffic to advertise for a new
network analysis tool called Streamsight [Cac]. They measured network traffic
at leading ISP’s over a six-month period to get more advanced statistics than any
other study about P2P networks before. The most obvious result was that P2P applications outweighed all other web traffic by far. While industry and media has
published several announcements in the last month that P2P traffic is on decline
due to their attacking on the platforms or on single users. Cachelogic states that
P2P traffic is mostly stable if not rising. Since more and more P2P applications
use dynamic or variable ports or mask the traffic traditional simplified TCP measurements do not work anymore. Even known ports like 25 or 80 could not be
classified to be truly web and mail since P2P applications even use those ports,
e.g. JXTA uses HTTP to get around routers and firewalls. So as to classify traffic this way its necessary to look into packages more detailed that just to watch
ports. When it comes to file sharing popularity media still focuses on famous
platforms like Edonkey and Kazaa or applications that use famous protocols like
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Gnutella and Fasttrack. Cachelogic states that Kazaa is on decline and Edonkey
is on rise but are only second and third compared to the definitely leader when it
comes to creating traffic for ISP’s, Bittorrent [Coh03]. Though Bittorrent as a distributed protocol quite like ftp is more a service then a platform, it has become the
dominating P2P system in a short time. There are several clients like Bittornado
and ABC which basically implement the standard client with a few modifications
. Since Bittorrent is such a huge P2P traffic creator it outnumbers HTTP traffic
easily and for ISP’s is the number one to deal with. Again its mostly interesting
to see how such an simplified protocol with huge set of improvements was able
to get such an attention in a short time while scientists develop several more sophisticated concepts which are not being adapted to such system because of their
complexity.
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Summary

This paper briefly summarized current trends and upcoming challenges in the P2P
area from a scientific and application-driven view. While file sharing applications
still remain the most popular P2P examples file sharing users changed platforms
and more interesting their data. Furthermore today there are several solutions to
problems like scalability and security as there are promising concepts like metadata to take P2P to the next level.
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